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About This Content

Today you are driving the world famous Flying Scotsman from the 1920s. You have a big day ahead of you so while you take in
the beauty of this train, try to keep to your passenger run also!

The passenger run takes you on a massive 125 mile drive down the ECML from Edinburgh through to Newcastle where you'll
finish your shift for the day. There are many passengers that can not wait to get on the Scotsman so be sure to make all your

stops so not to disappoint.

It is a breathtaking experience to drive the Flying Scotsman so enjoy the beauty of this great train as it rolls on through the East
Coast Main Line.

Your schedule today - Edinburgh to Newcastle, stopping at all stations:

Prestonpans
Longniddry

Drem
Dunbar
Berwick
Chathill

Alnmouth
Acklington
Widdington
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Pegswood
Morpeth

Cramlington
Heaton
Manors

Newcastle
This tribute session offers the 1920s Flying Scotsman and many 1900 - 1960 trains running throughout the ECML route. The

route itself is not from the 1920s era but is used to recreate the Flying Scotsman experience. Also note that the Flying Scotsman
locomotive is available to download on the Download Station for free.
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How can a DLC can use up larger space than the main game?. Hilarious fun. Simple, but chaotic too. Laugh Out Loud!. puzzles
are not normally my thing, but this had managed to tell an exceptional story through the puzzles and kept me hooked. this game
is a solid 7/10. is it the greatest FPS ever? no. but grab it on sale when it's half off or something and it's absolutely worth it. it's
got cool visuals, interesting weapons and enemies, and provides enough of a challenge not to get boring. movement can be a
little clunky and the level design can be frustrating, and the story is basically non-existent, if you care about that, but if you're
looking for a fun sci-fi shooter, go for it.. Terrible game. Dumb story, not scary, and will take you about an hour to get through.
Don't waste your money.. Awesome game ! I can't go home from work and play F1 Again! 11\/10. This game is at heart a
decent platformer with engaging puzzles and an interesting narrative lick. The horror theme is quite heavy and does well to
establish a genuinely unsettling atmosphere, but doesn't stoop to jump-scares or similar tactics.

Overall an enjoyable title and one of the better choices if you're looking for a horror-themed platformer - it does it right. Check
out my full first impressions here - https://youtu.be/xSXIOx7BWg4.. 10 hrs in and enjoying the hell out of this title! I have had
very few issues but as I am only 10 hrs in it is expected. Not sure how end game is, but this game at least as a warrior will
penalize you for laziness.... TAKE THE FULL SWING AND USE THAT SHIELD!!!!! Its an MMO... expect to grind and to
get killed often if you solo. I haven't used the voice chat yet as the Mrs works early and I play late. I feel it was worth retail and I
will continue to support when possible.. Great game.. She's dabbing on the card pack, nobody can tell me otherwise
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When writing this i have completed about half the game.

The game plays really well, But its almost an exect replica of ZUMA the game, The only real difference in this game is that you
get to select verious powerups for play though the game.

However saying this you can collect all powerups during play if your good enough to do so.

This relys on muliplyer of how you knock the combo's of the game.

The indi dev is working hard to earn a living but i believe he is under contract and is relying on that,

Game play is very much ZUMA but with powerups that you can collect during gameplay.

If you want a similar experiance to ZUMA then by all means its a stable game, Almost a ripoff of the game but bewarned.

There are a few achevements on steam that are broken that might never get fixed.

Solid game, and as a little story to go with it.. It turned my entire steam library gay. Not recommended. No saving, you exit and
you lose all. Have put over 4 hours into it, just to lose it all upon exit.
No achievements, upgrades can all be purchased within the first few minutes, without even clicking.
Sad, should not have been published in any relation to cookie clicker genre.
Don't waste your pennies on this bomb.. The maps really should have been in the game in the first place, not hidden behind a
paywall, but that's modern gaming unfortunately, and if people like me and you pay for it, then it's not going to change.

Apart from that, Rebellion pulled out all the stops to give you some quality DLC, instead of putting out garbage like most
companies do. As DLC goes, definitely worth it.

. NO WIN 7 never fixed, abandoned game is dead last update Jun 25, 2017
Announce #4

Grab the mony and run. Great and fun game! Don't worry about the people that say this game is dead, you can join our discord 
https:\/\/discord.gg\/GjHSGe8

There are many active players there, and we also have a stream group chat to play and chat together.
\ud83d\udc4c\ud83d\udc4d. Hastly written and naive script, no cross romance interactions, poorly thought out combat, boring
and repetative robbery missions. Feels like a cash grab, hardly comparable with previous products from this developer.
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